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remember, wp is like ios or windows phone 8.5. theyre just a version of windows, with different apps, and not a separate os. so many of the same features are available in android
and ios that it wasnt really necessary to offer them on wp, unless there were certain features that werent available. ms wanted to offer a phone that could be used with corporate it
systems, and they wanted to include some of the features of win 8.1, which ms had recently stopped supporting. the ui isnt nearly as polished as ios or android, there arent as many
apps, and the telephony stack is completely new. the device itself is a bit more expensive than android phones because of the higher quality build and the slightly larger screen, and
it doesnt include the google play store. there is no android version of skype, no android version of the microsoft office suite, no android version of minecraft, and many other apps.

this is the nokia lumia 820 usb drivers for windows 7, windows 8, windows 10 and windows 10 mobile. all the files in this package are in the same format as the files we have
provided for our other nokia lumia devices. you can simply unzip the file on your computer, and then double-click the extracted file to install the nokia lumia 820 usb drivers on your
pc. note: windows vista users, if you have the 32-bit version of windows vista, you need to select the 32-bit version of the file. windows vista users with the 64-bit version of windows

vista can simply select the 64-bit version of the file. windows xp users can select the 32-bit or 64-bit version, as you prefer. ms totally dropped the ball on wp, as it was clearly the
best mobile os out there. my employees, family and i all switched our daily drivers to android a year ago, once the end of wp was inevitable, and ms was supporting migrations to

android, not ios. the move was horrible, these newer android phones (all running the latest versions of android) are slower, less stable, less secure and way less efficient to use that
our old lumia 950s and 950xls. i still use my xl as test bed, running both win10 mobile and win10 pro 64 bit (dual boot), which runs way better than i had anticipated. i hope that ms

will bring back the telephony stack to the current win10 builds (dropped last summer), so that people who chose to run the desktop builds on their lumias (or any other mobile
devices) can use them to make and receive phone calls and sms text messages, even if ms does not want to call these devices phones.
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